Meat-Eating Plants

Introduces the evolution, feeding behavior, and biology of carnivorous plants.
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Darwin coined this taste for animals the â€œcarnivorous syndromeâ€•. It evolved numerous
times in plants, and always for the same reason. All species of sundew plant are carnivorous,
complete with sticky glue drops on their tentacles to attract bugs. The Australian version of
the. Out of all the strange plants in the world, who would have thought that you even get flesh
eating plants? Well maybe not so much â€œfleshâ€• eating.
Under 11s > Our world > Meat-eating plants Like other plants, the Venus flytrap gets nutrients
(chemicals that it needs to grow) from the air and the soil. Many, many animals eat
plantsâ€”but carnivorous plants bite back. Read on to find out why these plants eat meat, why
a Venus flytrap knows. Sir, you should have listened! A strange tale, but could it be true? Is
there flora that traps animals and consumes meat? Are there really man-eating plants?.
Some plants eat insects and other tiny animals. These plants are called carnivorous
(meat-eating) plants. They often grow in places where the soil is thin and. If you've just
returned from the garden centre with your first flytrap, or are looking for an easy-to-grow
carnivorous plant as a unusual gift, this is.
Distantly related plants acquired their ability to eat meat through similar genetic changes.
Carnivorous plants such as the Venus flytrap have cool ways of catching a meal.
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